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Understanding surface-cell interactions is essential to fabricating a successful
biomaterial. In vivo, cells interact with asymmetric features on the micro- and nanoscale.
Some of these features, described as valleys, ridges, and spheres, are random, but
methodically placed. There are many techniques used to duplicate the topographical
features that cells encounter, many of which rely on precision and are labor intensive.
Alternatively, the synthetic poly(2-methoxystyrene) (P2MS) homopolymer self-
assembled into desirable features, was easily processed and produced the random surface
preferred by cells. The features achieved with P2MS were the result of secondary and
tertiary conformations confirmed by circular dichroism. The features were also a
consequence of the optical activity revealed by polarimetry. Advanced microscopy
verified that the features were indeed biomimetic and measured between 150—600 nm in
depth and height. Polymers were synthesized using free radical and anionic techniques;
some involved the use of a chiral initiator. Spin-casting and solvent annealing were
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employed to create polymer films for substrate-cell studies. Reaction conditions and
molecular weight were varied to achieve different topographical features and them~al
profiles. In showing that the films were able to be sterilized, the films were further
subjected to cytotoxicity studies involving both Escherichia coli and Bacillus cereus. The
results of turbidity measurements and colony counting revealed increased cell viability.
The gram positive bacteria, B. cereus, showed increased adhesion through hydrophobic
interactions, the same type of interactions proteins rely on for deposition prior to cell
adhesion. The cell adhesion study used the human epithelial carcinoma (HeLa) cell line,
and showed increased adhesion on chiral initiated P2MS. As a result, this work verified
that topographical features can influence cell behavior without the presence of
biochemical cues and that P2MS may provide a viable option for tissue engineering
applications.
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Tissue engineering is a methodical approach to the restoration, preservation and
enhancement of complex human tissue systems. It involves the integration of natural and
synthetic biomaterials and cellular matter. The incorporation of biomaterials may replace
a part or function of the body. Continuous scientific advancement of innovations dating
back to the late 18th century has proven this technique to be reliable, economical and
physiologically acceptable~’3~.
During the 19th century the use ofbiomaterials would by and large result in
infection. It was not until practices of aseptic surgical techniques dating back to 13th
century Africa were incorporated that this changed. It was during those ancient times
when the first cataract surgery was performed in Gina, Mali and in other parts of Africa
where the nearly flawless survival rate of women following the “cesarean-section”
operation took place. Many other surgical procedures were introduced on that continent
with great success, and after many deaths in other parts of the world teams of doctors
observed the well-established aseptic and surgical techniques for which Dr. J. Lister is
credited with introducing to other geographical regions. It was in the 1 860s when the
spread of this information helped to sustain widespread success with implanted
biomaterials~” 41~
During this period, biomaterials were exclusively created from metals and susceptible to
rapid corrosion prior to the use of stainless steel and alloys. In 1946, a polymer
alternative was fabricated and credited to 3. and R. Judet following a World War II
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incident involving a war pilot. The pilot was injured by fragments of poly(methyl
methacrylate), but experienced no adverse affects in vivo from these foreign particles~’1.
This marked the introduction of polymer based materials to the realm ofbiomaterials.
To date, materials used in the body include polymers, metals, ceramics and
composites. Each has resulting pros and cons, as well as relevant applications. The
success of all depends upon the material properties, design and biocompatibility~5~. The
work herein focused on the fabrication of a synthetic homopolymer with nanoscaled
biomimetic topography. This work gave further validity to the protocol for the synthesis
of poly(2-methoxystyrene) (P2MS) system~61 through reproducibility. Characterization of
P2MS elucidated its properties, and previous biocompatibility testing~61 was extended to
include cytotoxicity and sterility; results which speak to both the properties and design of
this system.
With so many options for biomaterials available, there are viable reasons for
choosing a polymer based platform for tissue regeneration. There is an ease in
manufacturing that produces structures with varying degrees of structural order,
orientation and shape. In addition, the cost is reasonable, secondary processing is simple,
and the material has the ability to express desired physical, mechanical and biological
rt781
Polymers have been synthesized to be employed in dental materials, drug delivery
devices, prosthetics, medical disposables, dressings and an array of other tissue
engineered products. The polymer of interest to this work was formerly prepared by Dr.
Keith Gordon, et. a?. He and his colleagues reported the successful synthesis of P2MS, a
purely artificial system displaying nanometric features and optical activity. Later research
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by Dr. Juana Mendenhall revealed that poly(2~methoxystyrene)-block-POlY(ethYlene
glycol) sustained the growth of both HeLa cells and osteoblasts. As a result of the work
referenced, it was hypothesized that the surface topography had a great deal to do with
the successful adhesion and proliferation witnessed. The work presented herein explored
the foundation of this hypothesis and provided evidence for its validity. In addition, due
to the unintended release of nanoparticles into the environment [6,9], this research also
examined the toxicological effects and sterility of the polymer tissue scaffold produced.
Succeeding the background information, the three standards of success are
addressed. The first, characterization of material properties, held significance for two
main reasons. Reproducibility authenticated an instituted protocol, and deemed P2MS a
candidacy for tailored commercial applications. A second reason was the revelation of
characteristic qualities as a function of protocol variables, which lent itself to the second
standard, design. Information regarding the characteristic qualities was the crux of
nanotopography development. It was crucial to producing a P2MS-based tissue scaffold
with desirable qualities. It should be noted that this design development included
secondary processing, a procedure with substantial influence on the intended end use.
The third standard is just as crucial as the first two and gives essential feedback to design
procedures used in previous stages. The measure of toxicity, surprisingly, was a subject
for which researchers initially lacked great concern when tissue culture work first began.
It was not until three decades later that in vitro testing of biomaterials was initiated. In
addition to such an important change, the scope of biomaterials widened. It now
encompassed both passive materials and those engaged in biological activity. From this,
it was determined that any material fabricated for use in vitro or in contact with the body
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ought to be assessed for toxicity. This type of testing ensures safety, while
biocompatibility examines whether the material can instigate an appropriate host
response; appropriate being the maintenance, enhancement and or commencement of
biofunctionality when exposed to the proposed biomaterial. The cell types for
biocompatibility testing are specific in that they must either play a role in wound healing
or regenerative processes. Mendenhall, et. a!. established biocompatibility with an in
vitro test using osteoblasts, a type ofbone cell that synthesizes the organic matrix of the
bone by layering the mineral component. The American Society for Testing and
Materials and the International Organization for Standardization have deemed that in
vitro tests satisfy most any need for safety assessment. These agencies govern regulations
for satisfactory biomaterial design, and made their decision based on the good quality
correspondence between in vivo and in vitro testing. The North American Material
Science Association provided a reference for designing tests implemented in the study of
biomaterials. The reference provided a four phase approach, three of which are within the
scope of this work and previously introduced. These included material characterization,
biocompatibility and product and process evaluation [10131•
These synthetic solutions would not be possible without the study of cells, their
constituents and the tissues and organs they construct. Within the animal body, cells are
surrounded by features that exist on the micro- and nanoscale levels. These biological
structures, with their fixed chemistry and topographical patterns, exist on the extracellular
matrix (ECM), on proteins, on the surface of neighboring cells and on synthetic materials.
Research has shown that substratum topography gives animal cells the ability to orient,
migrate and fabricate cytoskeletal configurations~’4’61.
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Study of basement membranes has provided essential information regarding cell-
substrate interactions. These ECM proteins are found throughout vertebrates, serving as
substrata for cellular structures. These membranes are composed of key components of
the ECM. These constituents act as biochemical and mechanical cues for tissue
deve1opment~’71.
Despite the integral role these membrane components have, empirical studies
have determined that topographical indicators may have a sizeable impact upon cellular
behavior, independent of biochemical processes. In other words, passive biomaterials
have the ability to promote the same desired cellular activity. Some of these indicator
types take the form of pores, fibers, ridges, bumps (or spheres) and ribbons in the
nanometer range. Extensive reviews and studies have been done on a variety of
techniques that are used to synthesize three-dimensional structures with micro- and
nanosized features~’71. HAPEX and nanophase titanium alloys are examples of
biomaterials that exhibit nanofeatures that stimulate cellular behavior. Analysis of these
superficial features revealed that there are physiochemical properties unique to the
surface that differs from that of the bulk phase of the material. It is in the bulk phase
where the crystallinity, chain packing and orientation are determined. These properties
are easily determinable and are a function of preparation of the biomaterial~’4’ 16, 18-25]
Given this, the work presented here had a number of goals. One focus was the
validation of the synthesis of P2MS through reproducibility. Second, prior work verified
the biocompatibility of poly(2-methoxystyrene), in which osteoblasts were adhered to
and proliferated on static-cast films. This work focused on the role of topography on cell
behavior as a function of the self-assembling P2MS.Since the premise that topographical
cues have a distinct effect on the behavior of cells is well researched, the study herein
justifiably focused on the P2MS homopolymer in order to determine whether the
nanostructures produced would stimulate cell adhesion. Beyond this, cytotoxicity and





The protocol for poly(2-methoxystyrene) (P2MS) synthesis was adapted from the
published work of Gordon, et al. The referenced work reported a wholly synthetic,
optically active, helical structure that promoted HeLa and osteoblast cell growth. This
success was due in part to the chiral carbon center created from the propagation of 2-
methoxystyrene (2MS). All biological building blocks are organized around the carbon
atom, which given its covalent bonding capabilities provides distinguishable geometry
for biological molecules. The asymmetric carbon of 2MS creates molecules with mirror
identities. This is the premise for chirality, the ability for an asymmetric molecule to
arrange in either a right or left handed conformation. These molecules can further
assemble into higher ordered structures, such as helices. When self-assembly is not
practical there have been reported success with the use of helical inducing chiral residues.
In polymerizations, chiral residues can be employed in one of three roles; that of initiator,
monomer or terminal moiety and have the ability to induce helical conformation of either
right or left 66271
In the protocol cited, the chiral residue 2,3-Dimethoxy- 1,4-
bis(dimethylamino)butane (DDB) acted as the ligand and formed a chiral complex with
n-BuLi in the synthesis of P2MS. Both the R(-) and S(+) forms of DDB have been used.
Nonetheless, in this work only (S,S)-(+)- 2,3-Dimethoxy-1,4-bis(dimethylamino)butane
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was used, a dextrorotatory complex that by virtue rotates the plane of polarized light in
the clockwise direction. Previously, chiral poly(2~methoxystyrene)~block-poly(ethylefle
oxide) diblock copolymers have been synthesized with molecular weights below 25
kDa~281. This approach was taken in order to improve biocompatibility and relieve the
rigidity of the P2MS homopolymer. What is interesting about this critical component,
PEG, is that it gained widespread credit for its resistance to protein adsorption and cell
adhesion. This is a critical fact, because protein adsorption is the crux of cell attachment
and thereby the focal point of cell-surface interaction. Fibronectin, fibrinogen, and
vitronectin are among the adhesive proteins involved in this process~21. Despite that
contradictory finding, further study revealed that the resultant protein and cell behavior
depended on factors other than mere presence of PEG. Molecular weight, interfacial
chain density and arrangement within the polymer chain, such as linear or branched, also
play a major role. It was discovered that the lower the interfacial density of PEG, the
higher the adsorption of proteins. Therefore, a diblock copolymer provided the low
interfacial density needed to deliver a surface conducive to cell adhesion. Free radical and
anionic polymerizations of P2MS were also carried out. The referenced studies utilized
static-cast solutions of each polymer type onto glass slides and were allowed to dry at
room temperature. In the end each showed some measure of success during
biocompatibility 6291
2.2 Higher Ordered Structures
What is quite special about biomacromolecules is their innate ability to retain
higher ordered structures in solution. Small molecules within cells can join to form
polymers such as proteins, nucleic acids and polysaccharides. The subunits of these
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macromolecules are in a linear arrangement and the result of chemical bonding between
amino acids, nucleotides and monosaccharides, respectively. These natural polymers
have the ability to form noncovalent interactions within their linear units, giving rise to
local folding and thus secondary structures. And when these natural polymers are
molecular compliments of one another they can form noncovalent interactions at close
range. Such interactions involving more than one of these biomolecules have great
affinity and allow for the formation of three dimensional shapes, as can be seen in the o~
helix formed by the double stranded deoxyribonucleic acid. This too is a secondary
structure, as are f3-sheets and turns. Tertiary structures are categorized as the result of
overall folding in a three dimensional arrangement. The way in which it differs from a
secondary structure is by the type of bonds that stabilize the structure. Tertiary structures
are formed by hydrophobic interactions between nonpolar side chains, peptide bonds, and
by hydrogen bonds between polar side chains. These bonds hold secondary structures
compact, but because these interactions are weak the structure experiences continual
change. Like the fickle nature of biological tertiary structures, synthetic polymers rarely
maintain a shape in the aqueous phase. This is because in dilute solution synthetic
polymers undergo random thermal motions, causing their shape to continually change~26’
30]
In light of this information, in order for the P2MS homopolymer to act as a
scaffold for tissue growth the higher ordered shapes must be held fixed, with topography
conducive to adhesion and proliferation. Secondary processing is essential to stabilizing
and optimizing the structures present. Processes that will achieve these essentials are film
preparation and annealing. Aside from P2MS inherently forming advantageous
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structures, these processes can enhance topography in polymer films. To boot, synthetic
organic films are diverse and inexpensive~’8’ 311•
2.3 Film Deposition
Typically the bulk properties of a polymer are exploited for mechanical
applications, and it is in those instances that film thickness is of extreme importance.
Each polymer has a unique set of parameters, such that below a specific thickness
polymer backbone disorder occurs and crystallization is hindered irrespective of
molecular weight or surface hydrophobicity. This information is important since it
expands on previous knowledge of P2MS synthesized with a chiral initiator. With regard
to that system, hindrance to crystallinity focused on an increase in molecular weight and
a subsequent lack in long range order of helical structures. Clearly, this information
indicates that even with chain lengths sufficient for creating a crystalline product, film
thickness could hamper this from taking place. In addition to controlling chain
organization, empirical data has shown that it is possible to use thickness to control
morphology of a homopolymer thin film. Film thickness is a constraint that can be
regulated by a number of techniques, two of which are very well documented. The first
involves the concentration of the polymer solution used to create the film, whereby film
thickness increases with concentration. The second focuses on the deposition procedure.
Layer-by-layer (LbL) deposition is one technique used in controlling this parameter. It
involves alternating adsorbed polycation and polyanion layers. The film thickness is
certain to increase due to the excessive charge involved in the electrostatic interactions,
and may also involve charge transfer interactions, short-range hydrophobic interactions
and hydrogen bonding. Creating a film of the proper thickness is crucial to the end
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application. There are a host of applications and technologies that depend on this
variability. On one end of the spectrum there are instances where ultrathin and thin films
are used. Liquid crystal displays, lubricants in magnetic information storage devices,
resists and interlayer dielectrics are a few among the uses for these film types. This list
extends to include applications for corrosion, adhesion, catalysis and biomaterials. On
this reduced scale, emphasis is placed on polymer chain orientation and organization,
otherwise referred to as topography. Consequently, the relevance of morphology is case
dependent~’9’ 32-37]
When developing a protocol for film deposition, there are many factors to
consider. This process is critical to effective bonding and end use. During the 1990s an
array of ways to prepare silicon based surfaces for hydrophilic and hydrophobic bonding
were reported. In this work, quartz (Si02) windows were used. These substrates were
cleaned with a mixture of oxidizing and etching agents. This procedure has only a few
steps, but each was of extreme importance. In the initial step the quartz window was
oxidized using a heated sulfuric peroxide solution (H2SO4:H2O2:H20).This solution is a
high quality chemical oxide. The downside to using this solution was the difficulty in
removing the sulphur due to the viscosity of sulphuric acid. The next step used a
hydrofluoric acid (HF) solution to remove the sulphur and etch the oxide. This created a
hydrophobic surface passivated with fluoride (F). A final step is rinsing with distilled
water, exchanging F for hydroxyl (OH) groups and thereby rendering the surface
hydrophilic~381.
Next, a casting method was considered. Previously static-casting sans thermal
treatment was employed with the P2MS homopolymer and copolymer systems prior to
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biological studies. However, work published by Croll discovered that when static-casting
is employed there remains substantial in-plane stresses attributed to shrinkage during
solvent evaporation. Modifications reflected in the work herein involve the use of spin-
casting that has a few notable distinctions. Spin-casting allows for the creation of a
uniform film, removes residual solvent and contributes to desirable topography. Film
deposition for spin-casting typically consists of dropping a small amount of polymer
solution onto a substrate and rotating the substrate at a specified angular rate for a precise
time~’9’ ~ 40]
The physics of angular movement make it possible to provide a uniform surface.
Bornside et a?. ~41~partition spin-casting into four phases: deposition, spin-up, spin-off and
solvent evaporation. It may be tempting to assume that during the second phase the
solution will take to the air, leaving the disk scantily covered. However, it is important to
understand the apparatus utilized for spin-coating and the physical reality of what is
taking place when in use. There is a circular disk rotating about a fixed axis. When the
disk begins to rotate, it will accelerate until reaching a constant speed. The polymer
solution will be placed nearest the true center as possible. This solution can be thought of
as a series ofparticles. The linear velocity (vi) is related to the angular velocity (cv) and
radius (r,) of each particle (i) by equation 2.1:
v~ = (2.1)
The linear velocity of each particle is by definition the change of position (s) with time.
This value is the product of cv and r,. As the disk accelerates, the acceleration (a) is a
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function of the acceleration tangent to the disk (a~~), and the acceleration toward the
radius (arad) as shown in equation 2.2 and illustrated in Figure 2.1:
a = ,Ja~an + a~aa (2.2)
atan (2.3)
araa = w2r (2.4)
When the velocity becomes constant equation 2.3 goes to zero and the acceleration of the
particle is equal to equation 2.4, the acceleration toward the radius, thereby stabilizing the
remaining particles on the surface of the rotating disk. And although the angular velocity
is the same for all species i, the radius is unique to each thereby making complete
coverage attainable~41’ 42]•
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Figure 2.1 Pictorial representation of the Si02 window used for spin-coating and some functions of angular
momentum.
15
Films created from homopolymers and block copolymers differ in their molecular
arrangement, but depending on the composition can also contain some striking
similarities. Block copolymers typically form microdomains of nanostructures, creating a
patterned surface. Since each block is discrete, each reacts differently within the solvent
and during the annealing process, if utilized. Research has shown that the microdomains
formed can serve an array of purposes, including as a support for the growth of nanowires
or even as scaffolds for aligning biological molecules. It is typical for these domains to
take the form of spheres, lamellae, cylinders or even a mix of the two latter called
gyroids. In block copolymers shapes are determined by the volume fraction of each
block, degree of polymerization and the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter, a
thermodynamic property that describes polymer-solvent interactions. The study of
homopolymer thin films is scarce, so potential applications have not been reported. With
clear justification for investigating the topography of homopolymers, an area rarely
investigated, the information disclosed in this work is quite novel~43561.
2.4 Annealing
Annealing, or thermal treatment, strengthens anisotropy, relaxes internal stresses
and removes residual solvent from film casting. The heat treatment is carried out at a
temperature below the disorder-order transition. At elevated temperatures energy from
the surroundings are transferred into the polymer. Here, the relevant mechanism of such
transfer is conduction, a molecular phenomenon whereby molecules of higher energy
transmit energy to nearby molecules of lower energy. The incubator heats the air
surrounding the film, and it is this thermal energy that is transferred to the molecules in
the polymer, giving it the energy needed to move about relaxing stress points and
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forming a stronger network. Since the criteria for laminar gas flow is met this observable
fact takes place at the surface, enhancing topography. Thermal annealing may also be
done under vacuum, or in the presence a gas, such as nitrogen. And it is worth noting that
when a monatomic gas is used it is simple to correlate the thermal conductivity of that
gas to the half power of the absolute temperature, independent of pressure. Regardless of
the procedure used annealing is followed by a cooling process. This technique eliminates
crystal defects, further enhances topography and leads to improved morphology. The
study of spin-cast poly(vinylidene fluoride)-block-poly(trifluoroethylene) revealed that,
in addition to the structural order and crystallinity, the refractive index and static
dielectric constant also increased due to thermal annealing. This information indicates
that thermal treatment allows a material to improve not only in molecular arrangement,
but also in strength and stability~51’ 56-61]
These marked improvements are further enhanced when the material is exposed
to solvent prior to heat treatment. Introducing solvent to the annealing process is referred
to as solvent vapor annealing. There are a number of ways to execute this technique. One
process is referred to as the slow growth approach. It calls for allowing the film to remain
in the liquid state and to be placed within an enclosed container so that the solvent will
evaporate slowly. This is done at low or room temperature. Given the closed system
conditions and because the solvent slowly evaporates, an organic layer saturates the film
making molecular movement and self assembly possible, relaxing internal stresses. Yet
another approach involves simultaneously exposing the film to solvent and heat
treatment. When this procedure is followed the exposure time is shortened, yet no other
obvious advantages are apparent. Many configurations are possible, such as the one
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shown in Figure 2.2 where the substrate is inverted onto a Pyrex lid and exposed to the
vapors of solvent in a Pyrex dish. The apparatus is amended to suit the experiment at
hand, but what is essential to any solvent annealing procedure is of course the use of a
proper solvent. Irrespective of the method implemented or apparatus used, it has been
determined that employing solvent exposure is advantageous compared to thermal
annealing alone. Moreover, an investigation of an organic photovoltaic comprised of
poly(3-hexylthiophene) and phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester lead to the conclusion
that even a previously dried sample can be improved through solvent vapor annealing. It
is also possible for morphological changes to take place~’8’31’48’50’ 60], so given a polymer
film of proper thickness bulk properties, such as crystallinity, could also benefit from
solvent treatment. Therefore, finding an appropriate procedure for synthesis and





Solvent • • • • •
vapor
Figure 2.2 Example configuration for solvent vapor exposure of a substrate at low or room temperature.
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2.5 Cells and Nanostructures
Cells interact with a wide array of micro- and nanostructures, and the large
majority of these structures maintain their integrity and conformational identity. For
polymers to act as successful biomaterials, post-synthesis processing will provide stable
secondary and tertiary structures mimicking those innately encountered by cells. The
resultant topography should then have the ability to induce a biological response
dominant to cues given by surface chemistry. Studies have shown that substratum
topography is able to influence cells to orient, translocate, and construct organized
cytoskeletal arrangements. The topography found in the basement membrane can take
many forms, including but not limited to pores, ridges, fibers, and other nanoscaled
structures~’5’62’631 And it is the arrangement and combination of these structure types that
will determine cellular behavior.
2.5.1 Basement Membrane Topography
The basement membrane is comprised of the proteins of the extracellular matrix
(ECM) of vertebrates, such as collagen IV, laminin-entactin/nidogen complexes, and
proteoglycans. These proteins are the substrata for many cellular structures found
throughout the body[Ml. Investigation of these structures is a fundamental part of
engineering a successful biomaterial. It involves the principles of cell-substrate
chemistry, a study that has surged in the last few decades of the 1900s. This area provides
insight to how cell behavior may differ in vitro and in vivo. Although it is possible to
elucidate contrasting behavior, studies have shown an acceptable correlation between in
vitro and in vivo tests. This is important in that in vitro testing will provide valid results
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with ease and at a fraction of the cost~’2’ 15, 65] Nonetheless, extensive study of biological
structures made it possible and is irreplaceable.
The components of the ECM are numerous and complex. One major component
is hyaluronic acid, which promotes cell migration by impeding cell-cell adhesion.
Fibronectin too provides for the movement of cells to a lesser degree. Laminin has a
contradictory role, preventing cell migration. When the ECM is in abundance it has the
ability to cause cytoskeletal rearrangement and cell-ECM adhesion by inhibiting
endothelial cell replication. Plasma membrane integrin receptors are also used to
modulate cell behavior and are vital to the cell’s development and longevity. These
receptors intercede in cell attachment and activate intercellular pathways. Fibrous
collagen and proteoglycans join the list, but in addition to these biochemical cues cells
rely on the mechanical and tensile properties of the matrix. There are conditions that will
initiate the activities such as strengthening cytoskeletal linkages, producing tenascin and
collagen, and even bringing about morphological changes in the cell~5’ 66-72]
Of greatest interest and highest relevance is the three-dimensional nanometric
topography presented by basement membranes. These features can be mimicked in
synthetic surfaces thereby effecting cell behavior. Flemnring et a?. conducted a review of
research involving advanced microscopy to scale the features found on several cell types,
such as corneal epithelial basement membranes, and glomerular and tubular basement
membranes in both humans and animals. The features imaged included pores and fibers,
all in the nanometer range. The review compiled works such as these, and further
explored the use of synthetic techniques to mimic natural features encountered by cells.
Table 2.1 outlines some of the techniques and materials used, as well as the subsequent
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features produced and cell types tested. The list is neither exhaustive, nor does the
information correlate to adjacent columns. It was tabulated for general reference only. All
fabricated features were found to be on the micrometer and nanometer scale and
produced an array of cellular responses depending on the combination of technique,
material, and feature and cell type~’51.
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Table 2.1 Synthetic techniques to produce features that affect cell behavior.
Fabrication Materials Used Features Cell Types
Techniques Produced Tested
Photolithography Epoxy replica of silicon Grooves Rat dermal
fibroblast
Electron beam Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) Pits
lithography cast on silicon Chemical Murine P388D1
macrophage
Aniosotropic etching Titanium coated silicon and pattern
Reactive ion etching epoxy Ridges Mesench3’mal
Photoresist tissue cellsWet etching Steps
Si02 PorcineUV and glow Waves epithelial cells
discharge treatment Fused Si02 Wells Human gingival
Cutting with diamond Protein coated Si02 Nodes fibroblasts
tungsten Poly-L-lysine coated Si02 and Pillars Porcine
Laser holographic poly(styrene) (PS) replicas periodontal
Porestechnique for X-ray Poly-D-lysine coated quartz ligament
lithography and Spheres epithelial cells
reactive ion etching Amino-silane and methyl-silane
coated Si02 Cylinders BHK cells
Silanization
PS cast of silicon and epoxy General Sprague-
Polymer roughness Dawley rat
micromolding H2S04 treated 1~5 calavarial cells
Micro-
Treatment with Silicon dioxide textured Chick heat
alkanethiols Serum coated glass surface fibroblasts
Evaporative coating Titanium/aluminum/vanadium Protein Murine
Laser modification alloy tracks epithelial cells
Dip-coating Au-coated polyurethane treated Gingival
with fibronectin, alkane thiols keratinocytes
Particle settling
Glass coated fibronectin Neutrophils
Acid washing
Oriented collagen on fibrin Monocytes
Electropolishing
Poly(methyl methacrylate) Macrophages
Sandblasting (PMMA) Rat peritoneal
Plasma-sprayed Ti PDMS gels macrophages
Alumina emulsion
polishing Poly(ethylene terephthalate) MDCK cells
(PET)
Grinding with SiC Chick embryo





































It is evident that there are a host of techniques that can be used in order to create
desired surface features. Most of these listed involves some type of equipment that uses
mechanical or physical energy of varying scales to achieve a desired outcome. The
alternative employed herein involves the use of a self-assembling polymer to create
surface features that casting makes available for cell-surface interactions. The polymers
generally used for producing casts and replicas are PDMS, epoxy and PS, but PMMA,
PET, poly(carbonate), poly(MPAM), PVDF, poly(etherimide) and nitrocellulose are also
well studied. The vast majority of the data involving these materials formed
topographical features on the order of 500 nm and greater. However, the topographical
features found on basement membranes are much smaller. For instance, the corneal
epithelial basement membrane of the Macaque monkey, extremely similar to the human
analogue, has feature heights averaging between 147 and 191 nm, fibers averaging at a
width of 77 nm, while pores have an average diameter of 72 nm. Yet there are basement
membranes that are even smaller, including those found in rat kidneys with fibrils from 5
— 11 nm thick and pores 10 — 30 nm wide~7390~. Therefore in the context of P2MS,
correlating synthetic technique, molecular weight and composition to produce desirable
features is critical.
2.6 Cell Adhesion
The surfaces that cells come into contact with are not limited to basement
membranes. The surface of neighboring cells and synthetic materials are included and all
are known to have physiochemical properties distinguishable from that of the bulk
material. While the forthcoming considerations for enhancing cell adhesion offer
different approaches, there is one thing that remains constant. Cell adhesion is a function
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of protein deposition, and interaction between the receptors of the cell membrane and
proteins~90’ 91j~ Consequently, cell-surface interactions involving proteins are also
significant.
To facilitate comprehension of biochemical cues from the synthetic perspective
the LbL deposition method will be revisited. This will also serve as a clear contrast for
the simplified approach taken here. Traditionally, the LbL method of film deposition is
employed and allows for the inclusion of biochemical indicators between the layers.
Growth factors, signaling proteins, pharmacological drugs and even DNA can be
incorporated, creating a system with temporal and spatial control of their release. There is
even the option of making LbL film surface reactive for post-fabrication
functionalization. An example of this type of system includes branched
poly(ethyleneimine) and poly(2-vinyl-4,4’-dimethylazlactone). This film can be treated
with different amine-functionalized macromolecules or small molecule primary amines,
groups known to influence cell attachment, proliferation, migration and the
differentiation of stem cells into precise cell lines~32’33’35’36’ 91-941 Nonetheless,
synthesizing a substrate that provides the topography necessary to solicit many desirable
cell behaviors shows novelty.
In creating such a substrate the role of symmetry and regularity must be
considered. In terms of cell adhesion, cells appear to respond in a remarkably different
way depending on whether nanofeatures are symmetrical or evenly spaced. Wojciak
Stothard et a!. ~891demonstrated that anti-symmetrical steps actually enhance the adhesion
of macrophage-like cells. Curtis et al.114~ extended this study to include greater variety in
surface features, pattern and dimension, using endothelial and epitenal fibroblast cell
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lines. Their work suggested that there was a high level of adhesion at groove-ridge
transitions and that topography with asymmetric cliffs enhanced cell adhesion under a
broad range of conditions. It was also concluded that the transition edges allowed the
greatest cell mobility. What brought about a reduction in cell adhesion were structured pit
and pillar structures, especially those that were regularly spaced and or symmetrical, such
as those displayed in Figure 2.3. Attempts were made by the cells to adhere. Either
lasting attachments were not successful, or adhesion was strikingly reduced. It was only
when the distance between the pillars was increased that cell adhesion increased. A
planar surface was used as a control and the same pit and pillar structures were given a
random arrangement and yielded results similar to that of the control surface. Cells
readily attached to random surfaces and areas of discontinuity, such as at vertical cliffs.
Adhesion was also improved by asymmetrical features, interestingly enough in non
living matter of equivocal size as well. This work was novel and important, because at
the time little work had been conducted exposing cells to random nanometric surfaces






Figure 2.3 AFM images of nanostructures made using electron beam lithography and dry etch,
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Due to the reaction of cells to patterned surfaces, attention has also been given to
creating random surface nanofeatures. Some techniques include natural lithography,
replication of natural features like collagen and phase separation of binary polymer
mixtures~’5’ 16, 86, 99-101] Given this, P2MS is a material of great advantage. This nanosized
biomaterial is able to self-assemble into higher ordered structures that are likely to form
the essential features found in the basement membranes of many cell types. Of equal
importance is the asymmetric structure formed by the chiral center within the backbone
of P2MS and its inherent ability as a homopolymer to form a random surface. With
optimism, nanoscaled biomaterials are fabricated, offering a low cost alternative to tissue
engineering problems. However, adverse effects may loom.
2.7 Cells Reaction to Nanomaterials
Efforts to engineer nanoparticles are prevalent. Now, more than 1000 products
circulate the consumer and industrial markets. Some areas in which these nanoparticles
have brought substantial returns involve optical, mechanical, electrical and magnetic
applications~91. With high surface-to-volume ratio, desired physiochemical properties,
surface reactivity, composition, and the desired structures attained, developments have
increased exponentially within the last few years. Despite good intent, increased exposure
has led to the release of these particles into the aquatic, terrestrial and atmospheric sectors
of the environment, thereby potentially having an unwanted effect on all living matter
and the ecosystems on which they depend. Toxicity and risk assessment is taken very
seriously, especially since nanomaterials pose such a viable solution to so many practical
problems. Fullerene suspensions alone have over 500 studies addressing such issues. And
when a material intended for use in the body or placed into contact with the body is at
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issue, toxicity assessment is essential. The description of its development, consequent
characteristics and the biological reactions that it stimulates all must be known. For these
reasons it is imperative to conduct testing prior to human contact, hence such major
advancements in in vitro testing~’2’ 1024101
Typically studies on ecotoxicology, toxicity and risk assessment are conducted
with organisms of various levels. Human and mammal cells, ciliates, crustaceans, algae
and bacteria are among those subjects involved. Exposure of these cells to nanoparticles
could potentially lead to oxidative stress, a form of toxicity. This phenomenon is defined
as an imbalance between destructive oxidants and defending antioxidants and leads to a
cascade of events, much to the detriment of the living matter involved. Cell proteins,
lipids and even DNA can destabilize and cause loss of cell function and structural
integrity due to toxicity. Oxidants, collectively called reactive oxygen species (ROS),
such as: hydrogen peroxide (H202), hydroxyl radicals (0H), singlet oxygen (‘02) and the
lipid peroxyl radical (L00) fuel oxidative stress mechanisms. To boot, during an
immune response various phagocytes, such as macrophages, are known to release
H202,’OH, O~j and hydroperoxyl radicals (HO~). Depending on the system under
observation, Table 2.2 shows a short list of important linkages that are at risk from
ROS~’°3’ 104, 111-113]
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Hemicellulose C6 and C5 monosaccharides f3(l—*4), f3(l—*3),
~(l-*6)
Lignin Phenyipropane C-C, C-O bonds
Chitin N-acetylglucosamine f31 —*4)
Protein Amino acids Peptide bonds
Hydrocarbon Aliphatic, cyclic, aromatic
Lipids Glycerol, fatty acids; some contain Esters
phosphate and nitrogen
Microbial biomass Complex
Nucleic acids Purine and pyrimidine bases, sugars, Complex
phosphate
It is the assortment of size, conformation, surface and bulk chemistry, and
solubility of nanomaterials that make oxidative damage to cells a serious concern. Cell-
surface interactions are increased since the surface-to-volume ratio is higher. Stimulus
tends to increase with decreasing particle size. Solubility can also lead to the release of
toxic components, causing secondary toxicity. Some researchers 1114~recognized that
testing each variation individually would be a colossal task, and therefore set out to
define trends that can be used to foresee toxicity. Their attention converged on how
nanomaterials are able to induce oxidative stress, by generating reactive molecules. This
led further to a lucid correlation between oxidative stress and cardiovascular ailments,
cancer and asthma. Still other research has linked this problem to other
pathophysiological conditions, like aging of skin and other tissues, inflammation,
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rheumatoid arthritis, organ transplant rejection, hypertension, acquired immune
deficiency syndrome, diabetes, muscular dystrophy and neurodegenerative diseases~5’
116] With devastating possibilities such as these, there is no debate to the substantiality of
biomaterial testing. What can be left to ones discretion is how.
In light of the concern of finding nanoparticles in waste streams and biological
and ecological environments of various types, this work will focus on cytotoxicity as it
relates to bacteria. Bacteria are the principal decomposers and play a role in recycling,
pollutant degradation and ecological balance~”7~. This focus stems from the fact that
P2MS does not have inherent biodegradable properties, and could possibly face the same
fate.
2.8 In Vitro Testing
In vitro testing refers to evaluation that takes place outside the body, but subject
to conditions conducive to the maintenance of living matter. Cell viability is one type of
test that gives general indications of toxicology and may provide grounds for
necessitating further study. In vitro testing has been used within many industries that rely
on the use of chemicals. Food additives, pharmaceutical products, pesticides and medical
devices are among the consumables tested. Typically these tests were carried out on
animal models. Simulated systems have provided a more humane, less expensive and
timelier method of testing. This is largely in response to the 1982 effort by Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development to reduce repetitive regulatory testing on
animals. From this, the International Conference on Harmonisation (ICR) installed into
national legislations strategies for efficacy and safety testing on, among other things,
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animals. ICH guidelines have a broad list of model systems sufficient for regulatory
submission. This list includes primary cells, genetically modified cells and immortalized
cells~’2’ 1181 Therefore, the use of epithelial and bacterial cells as done here is satisfactory.
2.8.1 Cytotoxicity
Assessment for cytotoxicity is suggested for any new biomaterials. Standard
assays provide quick results and comparative data, substantial enough to either continue
or discard a new material. This preliminary screening is another testament to the work to
decrease animal studies. But more importantly, the speeds with which these tests can be
conducted are in favor of rapid developments in nanotechnology. Furthermore, if desired,
decisions can be made as to whether further in vitro testing needs to be carried out, and if
so what type. There exist tests for genotoxicity, induction of mutation, and apoptosis, any
of which could be the cause of cell death~”9’ 120]
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) provides guidelines
specifically for in vitro cell cytotoxicity investigation. Like ICH guidelines the
ISO 10993-5 details, which cell type is appropriate, but also suggests the duration of
exposure and methods for testing. In dealing with biological material reproducibility of
test methods is a major concern. To address this, cell lines have been developed
specifically for their ability to maintain their genetic and morphological characteristics
through a boundless lifespan. Another consideration is the end use of the biomaterial.
This also dictates the cell type used. Bone metabolism and mineralization of osteoblasts
and osteoclasts have been used to test bone implants. While other common lines used in
cytotoxicity studies are HeLa human cervical carcinoma epithelial cells (HeLa), and
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human skin epithelial cells. Now when the test duration cannot be implicitly determined
specific endpoints can be used. The loss of membrane integrity is one. Another is when
cytosolic enzymes are released. A third marker that can be utilized is the loss of one or
more metabolic processes, while a fourth is evidence of the reduction of DNA synthesis
or the inability to continue cell replication. Also, in the event an original protocol is not
being utilized there are several assays known to determine the cytotoxic effect of
biomaterials. Some well documented assays include the MTT, lactate dehydrogenase
leakage, neutral red uptake, alamar blue, alkaline unwinding, dye exclusion, agar
diffusion and the sulforhodamine B protein staining assay. These tests monitor cell
proliferation, morphology, viability and cytotoxicity. Other tests of interest involve the
measure of reactive oxygen species, lipid peroxidation glutathione levels and DNA
fragmentation. There is also the colony-forming assay and the direct contact test~’21’331,
two methods utilized here in the study of the P2MS films.
Meaningful thought was given to the final form and intended application of the
polymer synthesized. Poly(2-methoxystyrene) films are proposed as a biomimetic tissue
scaffold. The direct contact test has the advantage in providing direct contact with target
cells. The results show whether or not a material has a toxic effect on adjacent cells.
Viable cells adhere and can be observed using a cytochemical stain, such as crystal violet.
The dead cells lose their ability to adhere and detach, becoming removed during the
fixation process that precedes observation. Direct contact is gainful in that it mimics
physiological conditions, giving an accurate assessment of the cell-surface
interactions~’20’ 134] The direct contact protocol employed in this work used HeLa cells.
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In conjunction, the long established colony forming assay is one of the most
useful and sensitive tests. This assay comes highly recommended by the Japanese
standard methods for testing cytotoxic biomaterials. This test is a clear indicator of what
percentage of the cells survives exposure~130’ 131, 135] It was during this assay that two
strains of bacteria were used, Escherichia coli and Bacillus cereus.
2.8.2 Cell Lines
E. coli and B. cereus are two bacterial strains with very clear differences, being
gram-negative and gram-positive species respectively. These classifications are the
namesake of Christian Gram who performed a stain test in which the gram-positive
species retained the basic crystal violet dye, while the gram-negative analogue did not. It
was discovered that the difference was directly correlated to the cell wall of each. Within
both bacteria types the cell boundaries are created by phospholipids. The precursors for
these structures are fatty acids (FAs) — carboxyl terminated hydrocarbon chains that are
an important energy source for many cells. The FAs are covalently bonded during an
esterification reaction to a negatively charged phosphate group. The subsequent
phospholipids then form noncovalent associations with one another to form
biomembranes. There are other lipid types and it is the components of these lipids that
determine the structural and physical properties of the membrane. Another similarity
linking the two cell types is the S-layer. This regularly structured layer of proteins and
glycoproteins promote cell adhesion to surfaces, yet does differ in fundamental
components that allow for these mechanisms to be carried out~”7~.
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Beyond the ability to retain or resist staining, there are more specific disparities
between the gram-negative and gram-positive cell types. Gram-negative bacteria have an
outer membrane, 2—7 nm thick, that surrounds a peptidoglycan layer. The outer
membrane contains lipopolysaccharides (LPS), complex molecules of lipids and
carbohydrates. The LPS contribute to the hydrophobic nature of the cell surface. This
outer layer is also important in that is prevents or slows the entry of toxins, but it also has
permeability greater than that of the plasma membrane, allowing for the movement of
small molecules (600-700 daltons) through porin proteins. Now, the peptidoglycan layer
contains a polymer network of made up of linear chains of alternating amino sugars,
namely N-acetylglucosamine (NAG) and N-acetylmuramic acid (NAM), and short
peptide chains of three to five amino acids attached to NAM. Gram-negative bacteria also
have a space between the plasma and outer membrane called the periplasmic space.
Within this space are many proteins that participate in nutrient acquisition and the
transport of materials into the cell. The cell adhesion sites involved in cell transport
enable the movement of materials into the cell without passage through the periplasm.
Also in the periplasmic space are enzymes that are involved in peptidoglycan synthesis
and the modification of toxic compounds. While well equipped, the cell wall of the gram
negative does not have the strength and long standing integrity of the gram-positive
analogue. To further emphasize this point; if the cell wall from the gram-positive bacteria
were to be removed it would become gram-negative~”71
The uniqueness of the gram-positive cell wall will now be elucidated. The cell
wall lying outside the plasma membrane is 20-80 nm thick. This homogenous
peptidoglycan or murein layer also has the alternating polymer ofNAG and NAM, but in
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addition is linked by tetrapeptide chains (peptide interbridges) that allow for cross-linking
of the 3-D network providing strength and rigidity, while counteracting osmotic pressure
within the cytoplasm. The cell wall of this bacteria type sometimes contains glycocalyx, a
network of polysaccharides extending from the surface of bacteria that may encompass
both capsules and slime. This region protects against phagocytosis, desiccation, and the
exclusion of hydrophobic toxic material. In addition, the glycocalyx aids in the
attachment of the bacteria to solid surfaces in aquatic environments, or tissue surfaces in
plant or animal hosts. One major constituent that makes this possible is teichoic acids,
polymers of glycerol or ribitol joined by phosphate groups and connected to the
peptidoglycan by covalent bonds with the six hydroxyl ofNAM. When teichoic acids are
covalently bound to the plasma membrane lipids they are known as lipoteichoic acids
(LTA). The LTA, a polyanionic surface component, helps give the cell wall its negative
charge and repels attacks from anionic charges and radical species. The negative charges
are the result of a 1 ,3-phosphodiester-linked polymer of glycerophosphate, covalently
linked to either a glycolipid or a phosphatidyl glycolipid. Another difference is that gram-
positive bacteria most often do not appear to contain a periplasmic space, and in the event
that they do, do not have proteins in that space~”21 Instead, these bacteria contain
exoenzymes, enzymes secreted to carry out functions essential to cell maintenance.
Gram-positive bacteria have inherent strength. It also has increased protection, given the
thickness of its strong cross-linked peptidoglycan layer, with its vital surface extensions.
And should this layer be compromised, it is not susceptible to the loss of its life-giving
components as gram-negative bacteria are. Figure 2.4 illustrates the features of both
bacteria types discussed~’36’391.
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(b) Gram-negative: thinner cell wail, with outef envelope
Figure 2.4 Illustration of the bacterial cell walls: a) gram-positive, b) gram-negative.
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2.8.3 Sterility
Sterility testing takes place in the third phase of medical device testing, according
to the North American Material Science Association~’21. With the intended intimate cell-
surface interaction that will take place between cells and the P2MS polymer film, it was
crucial that the surface was able to be sterilized, as evidenced previously by the benefits
of aseptic techniques. This was the final step in this work which involved the successful
synthesis, characterization, and in vitro testing of the P2MS homopolymer. This thorough
analysis established what surface features are produced by higher ordered structures, gave
additional information as to the biocompatibility of P2MS, and whether nanometric




2,2 ‘-Azobisisobutyronitrile ((CH3)2C(CN)N=NC(CH3)2CN) (AIBN)
Sigma-Aldrich: 98%, FW 164.21, mp 102°C
2-Propanol ((CH3)2CHOH)
Sigma-Aldrich: 99.5+%, FW 60.1, bp 82.4°C, mp -89.5°C, d 0.785
2-Vinylanisole (C9H100) (2-Methoxystyrene/2MS)
Sigma-Aldrich: 98%, FW 134.18, f~p 57.2°C, bp 36-43°C/015 mniHg, d 0.999
4-tert-Butylcatechol ((CH3)3CC6H3- 1 ,2-(OH)~)
Sigma-Aldrich: FW 166.22, bp 285°C, mp 102°C
lox Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS)
BioWhittaker: without calcium or magnesium, sterile filtered
Acetonitrile (CH3CN)
Sigma-Aldrich: FW: 41.05, bp 8 1—82 °C, mp -48 °C
Benzene (C6H6)
Sigma-Aldrich: ACS Reagent, ≥99%, FW 78.11, f~ -11°C, bp 80-80.2°C/76OmmHg, mp
113°C
Benzophenone ((C6H5)2C0)




Sigma-Aldrich: 2.OM, solution in cyclohexane, FW 64.06, fp -18°C, bp 80°C, d 0.775
Calcium Hydride (CaH2)
Sigma-Aldrich: FW 42.1, bp 600°C, mp 8 16°C, d 1.9
Dimethylsulfoxide (C2H6OS)
Sigma-Aldrich: FW 78.13
Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM)
Life Technologies: contains 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS)
Ethyl Alcohol (CH3CH2OH) (EtOH)
Fisher Chemical: (denatured) FW 46.04, f~, 13.9°C, bp 78.5°C, d 0.7905
Fluorene (C13H10)
Sigma-Aldrich: FW 166.22, f~p 151°C, bp 298°C/76OmmHg, mp 113°C
Hema 3
Fisher Scientific: fixative and solutions I and II
Hydrofluoric Acid (RF)
Sigma-Aldrich: 48wt% in H20, ? 99.99% trace metals basis
Hexane (CH3(CH2)4CH3)
Sigma-Aldrich: anhydrous, 95%, FW 86.18, bp 69°C
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Hydrogen Peroxide (H202)
Sigma-Aldrich: contains inhibitor, 30 wt. % in H20, ACS reagent
Methanol (CH3OH) (MeOH)
Sigma-Aldrich: anhydrous, 99.8%, FW 32.04, 64.7°C
IV~N-Dimethylformamide (HCON(CH3)2
Sigma-Aldrich: FW 73.09, bp 153 °C, mp -61 °C
Nitrogen (N2)
Airgas: ultra high purity, compressed, FW 28.02, fp -210°C, bp -195.8°C, d 0.072
Airgas: refrigerated liquid, FW 28.02, fj -210°C, bp -195.8°C, d 0.072
Nonidet
BioXtra: non-ionic, pH 5-8 (5% in H20)
Nutrient Broth
BD BBL: pancreatic digest of gelatin (5.Og), beef extract (3.Og)
Nutrient Agar
BD Difco: dehydrated culture media
(S,S)-(+)-2,3-Dimethoxy- 1 ,4-bis(dimethylamino)butane (C10H24N202) (DDB)
TCI AMERICA: FW 204.31, fp 71°C, d 0.9
Sodium (Na)
Sigma-Aldrich: stick, dry, A.C.S. Reagent, FW 22.99, bp 883°C, mp 97.8°C, d 0.968
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Sulfuric Acid (H2S04)
Fisher Chemical: TraceMetal Grade, FW 98.08
Tetrahydrofuran (C4H8O) (THF)
Sigma-Aldrich: FW 72.11, f~p -17.0°C, bp 65—67°C, mp -108.0°C, d 0.89
Toluene (C6H5CH3)




Sigma-Aldrich: non-ionic, laurie acid, ? 40% (balance primarily myristic, palmitic, and
stearic acids)
3.2 Polymer Synthesis of Poly(2-methoxystyrene)
Poly(2-methoxystyrene) (P2MS) homopolymer was synthesized using two
techniques, free radical and anionic.
3.2.1 Pur~fIcation ofInitiators
2,2’-Azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) was recrystallized by first grinding a pre
measured amount in a mortar and pestle to prevent clumping and then gently heated in a
beaker with minimal ethyl alcohol (EtOH). Upon dissolution this solution was filtered,
cooled to room temperature, and refrigerated overnight. The resultant crystals ofAIBN
were colorless, elongated, thin and slightly opaque. These crystals were filtered and dried
under vacuum. The recrystallized AIBN was stored in a humidity controlled chamber.
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The glass container of n-BuLi was flushed with N2~) before taking out the
required amount for a polymerization. This stock solution was kept refrigerated and
sealed with an Aldrich Sure Seal. It underwent a visual inspection, checked for its
characteristic pale yellow color and cloudy appearance.
Toluene was dried over sodium metal and refluxed in the presence of nitrogen
(N2) gas for 8 hours. The toluene was collected in a receiver flask and the sodium was
neutralized using 2-propanol. This was done three times, and finally benzophenone is
added as a color indicator for the absence of water. This dried toluene was reacted with
(S,S)-(+)-2,3-Dimethoxy-1,4-bis(dimethylamino)butane (DDB), directly from the bottle
without the presence of light.
3.2.2 Pur~flcation ofMonomer
2-Methoxystyrene (2MS) was dried using CaH2 and stirred overnight in a round
bottom flask. To this flask a small amount of 4-tert-Butylcatechol was added as an
inhibitor prior to distillation. Following distillation under vacuum, the receiver flask was
sealed, flushed with N2(g), and refrigerated or used immediately.
3.2.3 Purification ofSolvents
Both toluene and tetrahydrofuran (THF) were dried over Na using a reflux
apparatus as previously described.
3.2.4 Free Radical Polymerization
Prior to experimental set up, the purity of ATBN was verified by use of a melting
temperature apparatus. To a 2mL round bottom flask O.565g of 2,2’-
Azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) was added with a stir bar. This flask was sealed and
flushed with nitrogen and then vacuumed. Two niL of benzene was distilled into the
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flask and the reactor was heated to 50°C. After time 2mL of 2~methoxystyrene (2MS)
was added via syringe and the reaction was stirred over 72 hrs. The dissolved polymer
was precipitated into chilled hexane, filtered, and dried in a vacuum oven. The polymer








Scheme 3.1 Free radical polymerization mechanism.
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Schemes 3.1 and 3.2 illustrate the mechanism for the free radical polymerization
of poly(2-methoxystyrene). The azo-initiator was used to initiate the formation of a
radical. This radical propagated the addition reaction. Scheme 1 shows a schematic of the
synthesis through propagation, while Scheme 2 shows the mechanisms that led to the
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Scheme 3.2. Termination of free radical polymerization.
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3.2.5 Anionic Polymerization
Anionic polymerizations were carried out on a vacuum line. This closed system
was devoid of air and water vapor, which contain impurities that have the ability to
terminate the reaction. Equations 3.1 — 3.3 were followed for each target molecular
weight achieved.
TargetMW=DP XMW2MS (3.1)
DP = [2MS] (3.2)
[nBuLi]
1:10 monomer to solvent (3.3)
volumetric ratio
Both toluene and tetrahydrofuran (THF) were used to polymerize 2MS. When
toluene was used the reaction was allowed to transpire for 96 hrs at a constant
temperature between -20°C up to 6°C. Reactions carried out in THF were reacted for 3
hrs and held at a temperature of -78°C. To begin the reaction the solvent was distilled
into a round bottom flask that had been vacuumed and cooled to -10 °C containing a
small amount of fluorene and a stir bar. Next the initiator n-Butyllithium (n-BuLi) was
added via syringe followed by the addition of 2MS. The reaction was terminated by
methanol and precipitated in chilled hexane. The solution was filtered and the recovered
polymer was dried under vacuum. The polymer was stored in a humidity controlled
chamber.
The following mechanism, in Scheme 3.3, involves the anionic polymerization of
P2MS. The organolithium initiator was used to initiate the formation of an anionic
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species that propagated an addition reaction. Included in the figure is also the termination
step involving methanol (MeOH).
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n-BuLi
771F -78 °C, 3 hrs or













3.2.6 Chiral Initiated Synthesis ofPoly(2-Methoxystyrene)
This reaction followed the same general rules as the anionic polymerization
detailed above. The procedures differ only in the initiator used, as shown in Scheme 3.4.
Here a chiral ligand, which included the molecule (S,S)-(+)-2,3-Dimethoxy-l ,4-
bis(dimethylamino)butane (DDB), was used to initiate the reaction. Scheme 4 is a scheme
that begins with the formation of the chiral ligand. For the tolulithium complex there was
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Scheme 3.4. Mechanism for chiral initiated polymerization of P2MS.
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3.3 Characterization of P2MS
All polymers were characterized using chemical and biological analysis
techniques and protocols.
3.3.1 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Spectra were obtained using an Ultrashield 500 Plus (Bruker). The 1H
experiments were run using CDC13 as the solvent.
3.3.2 Infrared Spectroscopy
Analysis by infrared spectroscopy was carried out on two instruments. One was a
Magna-IR Spectrometer 750 (Nicolet) and the other was a Spectrum 65 FT-IR
Spectrometer (Perkin Elmer). Both P2MS and potassium bromide (KBr) were thoroughly
dried before sample preparation and analysis. Across 450—4000cm’, 280 scans were
taken on the solid opaque sample of P2MS and KBr set in a stainless steel nut and
reported with respect to percent transmittance and absorbance.
3.3.3 D~fferential Scanning Calorimetry
Thermal data was acquired using a DSC Q2000 (TA Instruments, DE, USA). A
modulated scan was employed for three heat cycles with a maximum temperature of
300°C and a minimum of -50°C.
3.3.4 Gel Permeation Chromatography
Dilute samples of P2MS in THF were analyzed with respect to poly(styrene)
standards using a Waters Alliance GPC system with quaternary gradient pumps,
autosampler, column heater, differential refractive index detector, and photodiode array




Static and dynamic light scattering (DLS) was carried out on a Goniometer
system (ALV) based on a rotary disk allowing finest angular steps to be performed. The
solvent used was THF with a flow rate of 1.0 rnL/min at 35°C performing simultaneous
measurements of static and dynamic light scattering. DLS was also conducted using a
Zetasizer Nano (Malvem). On this instrument toluene was used at a flow rate of 1.0
mL/min at 25°C.
3.3.6 Circular Dichroism
Circular dichroic (CD) spectra was obtained using a Model J-7 10
Spectropolarimeter (Japan Spectroscopic Co., Ltd., Japan), equipped with a 50 kHz piezo
elastic modulator and photomultiplier tube. The 150W xenon lamp was air cooled and the
suspension sample was analyzed in a 10.00 mm quartz cell. The atmosphere of the
compartments containing the monochromator and sample are of dry nitrogen gas. The
monochromator had a measuring wavelength range of 175 to 700 mu, and was accurate
within ~0.3 nm from 250 to 500 nm, i0.i nm from 180 to 250 and t0.2 nm from 170 to
180 nm. Samples were lmg/lmL (P2MS/THF). Standard measurements between 175—
400nm were executed.
3.3.7 Polarimetry
Polarimetry data was gathered using an AUTOPOL ® III (Rudolph Research
Analytical Corporation, NJ, USA). The polarimeter tube sample cell has an 8 mm bore,
was 100 mm long, with 7 mL volume. The units of measure were degrees of arc and had
a range of i80°. The wavelength used was 589 mu. Dry solvent was used to blank the
measurement. Following this, dilute polymer solutions were measured.
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3.3.8 Solubility
Higher molecular weight chiral P2MS was placed in a variety of solvents and
biological detergents and shaken on a platform shaker at 250rpm. Some samples were
placed in hot water baths below the boiling point of the respective solvent.
3.4 Spin-Casting and Solvent Annealing P2MS Thin Films
Each polymer was dissolved and spin-coated onto optical grade quartz windows.
3.4.1 Preparation ofQuartz Window
Each substrate was first placed in a 120°C solution of sulfuric peroxide
(H2S04/11202/H20) 70/20/9 vol% for 20mm. The window was then rinsed with deionized
water (dl) and placed in room temperature hydrochloric acid (1{F/H20) 1/6 v/v for 30s.
Upon removal, the window was rinsed with dl, dried under a flow ofN2 gas and placed in
a 100°C oven for 2hrs. These substrates were used immediately.
3.4.2 P2MS Solution for Casting
Solutions of P2MS in dry toluene were made with concentrations of 2wt% and
lower, as necessary to ensure solubility.
3.4.3 Deposition, Spin-up, Spin-off
A cleaned, dried window was secured to a leveled rotating disk atop a fixed hand
drill. Using a lmL syringe, fitted with a needle, drops of P2MS solution were placed in
the center of the substrate. The disk is rotated until it reaches 2500rpm and spun for 40s.
3.4.4 Solvent Annealing
Following spin-off the film coated windows were removed and placed into a
desiccator containing dry THF at 20°C for 1 8hrs. The samples were then placed into the
oven at 100°C for 24hrs and removed immediately.
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3.5 Topographical Analysis
The topography was analyzed to determine the structures and dimensions of the
features.
3.5.1 Optical Microscope
Images were taken on an Axiotech Optical Microscope (Zeiss) at 1 OOx and 200x
magnification.
3.5.2 Scanning Probe Microscope
Topographical imaging was conducted on a Solver P47H Scanning Probe
Microscope (NT-MDT Co., Netherlands). This equipment carried out surface object
analysis on the polymer thin films using three case specific modes: scanning tunnel
microscopy, atomic force microscopy and tapping mode. A NSG-1 lB probe tip was used,
with a frequency between 0.5—1.01Hz. Areas as small as l0xlO~im2 and as large as
5OxSOjim2 were imaged, providing detailed topographical features and height data.
3.6 Biocompatibility Assessment
The polymer films were subjected to biocompatibility tests using three different
cell types and also tested for sterility.
3.6.1 CellAdhesion
HeLa cells were grown in DMEM containing 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS).
When confluent, cells were trypsined and counted. 100k cells were used per polymer
film. Cells were then aseptically added to polymer films and incubated for lh at 37°C.
Cells were fixed using 4% formalin. Cells were stained using REMA3 stat pack (Fisher
Scientific) and confocal microscope was used to take pictures of adhered cells.
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3.6.2 Toxicity Studies
Sterilized polymer film samples, including P2MS synthesized by free radical and
anionic means (both with and without the chiral ligand), were placed in a sterile Petri
dish. Bacillus cereus was inoculated into (2) 250 Erlenmeyer flasks containing lOOrnL of
Nutrient Broth (Becton Dickinson) for 24— 36hrs in a shaker incubator at 37°C and
180rpm. This process was repeated for Escherichia coli. The broth was centrifuged in
sterile test tubes and the bacteria was aseptically transferred and reconstituted separately
with 200rnL prepared and sterilized 0.9% rn/v saline solution (J.T. Baker). In three Petri
dishes containing a sample and one control dish, 5OrnL of reconstituted B. cereus was
aseptically added. Immediately, 5mL of this solution was taken using a sterile pipette for
turbidity studies and lmL was removed and used for cell colony counting. After 24 hours
another 5mL and lrnL aliquot were taken aseptically for analysis. The quartz windows
were removed, rinsed with deionized water and sterilized. This process was repeated for
E. coli.
3.6.2.1 Cell Viability Assays
Viability of both B. cereus and E. coli was measured by counting and comparing
the colony-forming units at time zero and 24 hours. Both E. coli and B. cereus were
transferred aseptically and cultured on Nutrient Agar (DIFCO) after being diluted to 1 ~
and 1 08, respectively. Each cultured agar plate was incubated for 24hrs at 30°C. The
measurements were done in triplicate and averaged.
Growth ofB. cereus and E. coli were assessed using a computerized incubator,
Bioscreen C (Lab Systems, Helsinki, Finland). Kinetic measurements of turbidity by
vertical photometry were conducted on 250pL aliquots (from the aforementioned 5mL
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samples) at 30°C using the wideband (420-500nm). Over a 24hr period readings were
taken every 30mm. Sample wells were shaken for 60s prior to measurements. The results
were averaged over 6 trials.
3.6.3 Sterility Testing
Three polymer films cast on quartz windows were submerged in denatured
ethanol for 30s and placed in PBS for 24hrs. At 24hrs, lmL of solution was removed and
cultured in a Petri dish with nutrient agar. These dishes were incubated at 30°C for 24hrs
and checked for bacterial cell colonies.
4.1 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
CHAPTER 4
Figure 4.1 500 MHz 1H NMR spectra of P2MS: a) P2MS from chiral ligand, b) anionic P2MS w/o chiral




Figure 4.1 shows three spectra, one for each technique used to synthesize poly(2-
methoxystyrene) (P2MS). Tetramethylsilane (TMS) was added to each sample as a
reference and the peak for that compound appeared at zero. The methoxy peak appears
between 3.0 and 3.6 for P2MS. The free radical polymer showed evidence of an aromatic
ring between 6.5 and 7.25, as does Figure 4.lb. Figure 4.la lacked a peak in this region
due to rigidity.
Difficulty resolving the methoxy peak in the chiral initiated polymer, shown in
Figure 4. la, was deciphered by implementing a pulse program that excited the sample at
two perpendicular angles, and increasing the number of scans. Once done, the suppressed





Figure 4.2 IR spectrum of free radical P2MS with each product a-c.
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The infrared (IR) spectroscopic data verified the three products of a free radical
synthesis. The terminal methyl (CH3) group from Figure 4.2 appeared around 1375. The
=CH aromatic stretch is displayed between 3010 and 3100. Figure 4.3 for anionic P2MS
showed methylene (1442 cmj, aromatic C~C (1519 cm’), and =CH (aromatic) stretch
(3136 cmi).
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Figure 4.3 JR spectrum of anionic P2MS synthesized with n-BuLi.
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4.3 Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Figure 4.4 is of the low molecular weight P2MS that was synthesized using the
chiral ligand. It showed a jagged melting point beginning at 217°C, a glass transition at
234°C and a cold crystallization near 72°C. A melting point that is not sharp is likely due
to impurities. It is possible that there is residual solvent or unreacted initiator trapped in
the polymer matrix. The polymer analyzed in Figure 4.5 is the same as that in Figure 4.4,
but a higher molecular weight. It experienced a glass transition at 68.26°C, followed by
an enthalpic recovery near 66°C during a successive run. The enthalpic recovery was
evidence of the sample shrinking as it gained mobility, passing through the glass
transition. In this instant, P2MS contracted rather than expanded as is done during the
glass transition. Much later near 250°C there was a crystal perfection curve, followed by
a cold crystallization at 47.85°C. The cold crystallization was not only evident by the
characteristic peak, but also by the positive heat flow (0.2509 W/g) whereby the polymer
transferred energy into the system. The anionic P2MS sans DDB shown in Figure 4.6
showed a highly stereoregular material. The polymer experienced an endothermic event
around 280°C. Figure 4.7 was a semi-crystalline free radical polymer, with segmental
motion around 81°C and crystal perfection at 127.29°C. The crystalline character not
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Figure 4.7 MDSC of free radical P2MS.
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4.4 Gel Permeation Chromatography and Light Scattering
The polydispersity index (PDI) of polymers for each technique was analyzed. It
was found that the PDI for anionic polymerization without DDB was 1.08, while that for
the free radical polymer was 1.3. The molecular weights for the anionic polymer were far
more similar than that of the free radical sample. The hydrodynamic radii (Rh) were in
the nanometer range. These values indicate the measured size particles of P2MS as it
diffused through solvent. The intrinsic viscosity is the volume per unit mass that the
polymer occupies in solution. The anionic polymer occupied less space in solution, which
indicated the presence of more highly ordered structures in solution. In Table 4.1, the
standard deviation of the intrinsic viscosity and molecular mass moments, and the Rh
values were relative to the PDI of the respective polymer. Information compiled in Table
4.1 was obtained on an instrument that was capable of both dynamic light scattering
(DLS) and gel chromatography chromatography (GPC) data.
Table 4.1. PDI, size and MW information for two synthesized P2MS samples.
Polymerization PDI Rh(n,w,z) Molar Mass
Technique (Mw/Mn) (nm) Moments
Free Radical 1.3 1.5, 1.8, 2.2 5k, 6.8k, 9k






Figure 4.8 shows results from the Zetasizer Nano. Figure 4.8a was an altogether
separate free radical polymer but still indicative of the fairly polydisperse polymer
created from free radical polymerization. The peak furthest to the left was the result of
disproportionation, while the neighboring peak was from radical coupling. The peak
beyond 100 nm indicated aggregation, typical of P2MS in solution. Both polymers in
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Figure 4.8b and Figure 4.8c were anionic and made in toluene. The polymer depicted in
Figure 4.8c was a lower molecular weight polymer and consequently a smaller particle
size than that of Figure 4. 8b. Of the two, the one made using the chiral ligand was also
less polydisperse and showed no sign of aggregation. Figure 4.8b had a great deal of
aggregation, especially because of the lack of long range order.
This analysis was limited in that the higher molecular weight chiral P2MS was
difficult to dissolve at the concentration specified by the instruments used. Even with heat
and sonication the solvent merely infiltrated the polymer matrix, but failed to completely
dissolve the compound.
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The inability to obtain overlapping spectra using this instrument was due to the
sample being in the liquid state. Despite the effects of random thermal motions there are a
few things that are definitive. The regions in which the curves appear are clear evidence
of secondary and even tertiary structures, as signals above 250mn indicate. In addition,
positive measurements show a left-handed orientation. The P2MS created using the chiral
ligand at a higher molecular weight, shows a marked region of random coil, due to the
inability of helices to create long range order as shown in Figure 4.9a. Figure 4.9b
displays greater helical quality due to its reduced chain length. Figure 4.9c also shows
regions of both helical character and beta-like structures, still a mark of higher structural
order. Figure 4.9d shows qualitatively a majority of beta-like structures and random coil.
All four polymers tested here, as indicated by the signals above 250 nm, have tertiary
structures.
The results verify structural asymmetry and the presence of both secondary and
tertiary structures that can be held fixed and contribute to surface-cell interactions.
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Figure 4.9 CD spectra of a) higher MW chiral P2MS, b) lower MW chiral P2MS, c) P2MS sans chiral




When comparing polymers made with the chiral ligand there was greater optical
activity with the polymer made in toluene with a longer reaction time. Optical activity is
temperature dependent and was negative at room temperature.
Table 4.2 Optical activity of P2MS w.r.t. polymerization protocol.
Polymerization Temperature During Chiral Ligand Degree of Optical






Table 4.3 is data tabulated from testing the solubility of P2MS in different
solvents and surfactants. The polymer made using the chiral ligand, more specifically at
higher molecular weights was quite rigid. A trace amount of this polymer (polymer 3)
was placed into various solvents, and compared to the solubility of the anionic polymer
made without the chiral ligand.
Table 4.3 Solubility data for P2MS.
















Polymer 1 was an anionic polymer synthesized in THF without the chiral ligand.
The molecular weight was below 10k and readily dissolved in each of the solvents used
except the biological detergents. Polymer 2 was also synthesized in THF using the
anionic technique with n-BuLi alone. The molecular weight was 13.5k. Polymer 2 in
acetonitrile was heated to 49.9°C, then to 65°C, and finally to 75°C. In each instance the
polymers swelled and aggregated, with the solvent becoming slightly more viscous. The
solvent obviously penetrated the polymer matrix, but lacked solvating power. Of the
solvents, acetonitrile does not contain oxygen. Both DMSO and DMF contain the
principle atoms found in P2MS, carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. Polymer 3 was an anionic
polymer made using toluene and the chiral ligand, with a molecular weight greater than
9k. None of the solvents used, even at elevated temperatures successfully dissolved the
polymer. The particles swelled at most and increased the viscosity of the solvent. Each
polymer listed was tested with a non-ionic biological detergents. The detergents: Tween
20, NONIDET and TritonX-100 were all added on a volume basis at a percentage of 10%
of the solvent and then again in excess, at 20%. Tween-20 was heated to 50°C, while
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NON]DET and TritonX-100 were heated to 75°C and then to 85°C. None of these
surfactants were able to dissolve P2MS.
4.9 Optical Microscope
The optical microscope provided preliminary imaging that identified regions of
interest on the polymer thin film. The figures were micron scaled and gave a general
impression of surface features. These regions were marked for further analysis by
scanning probe microscope, which provided nanoscale resolution. The polymers
synthesized by anionic polymerization lacked homogeneity. There were marked
differences in a number of areas. While films made via this process lacked definitive
patterns, it was clear that there was ordering on the molecular level. Darker regions,
identifiable, but unresolved, appeared to be the higher order structures alluded to in
spectra obtained during circular dichroism studies. The patterned arrangement possible
with many copolymers was not achievable with the P2MS homopolymer synthesized by
anionic methods. The polymer created by free radical polymerization showed a higher
propensity to forming a patterned surface than the other samples. There were only two
regions of distinction in regard to phenotypical features. Figure 4. lOa showed the features
visible in well over 95% of the film. The structures seen in 4.1 Ob may have resulted from
the rotating speed during the spin-up. The regions imaged on the free radical surfaces are
notably lighter in color, which apparently indicated less sophistication in regard to
ordering of secondary and tertiary structures. Overall, the features lacked symmetry, an
expected outcome for material having a backbone lined with chiral centers.
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Figure 4.10 Optical microscope images of film of free radical P2MS. Images taken at 200X.
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The polymer imaged in Figure 4.11 showed only 2 fairly distinct regions. The one
imaged in Figure 4.1 la and those in Figures 4.1 lb and 4.1 ic. Even though there are not
many regions of distinction there was no prevalent patterning as seen in the free radical
film. Again, there were no symmetrical features and the darkest regions likely had
increased structural order.
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Fig&e 4.11 Optical microscope images of film of anionic P2MS made sans chiral ligand. Images taken at
200X.
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The polymer imaged in Figure 4.12 had a higher molecular weight than that of
Figure 4.11. There are more regions of distinction; however Figure 4.1 2d (and the
background of 4.1 2b) could be the result of the same effects that caused the features
produced in Figure 4.1 Ob. Figure 4.1 2a shows spindle-like features, Figure 4.1 2b features
a lengthy ordered structure, while Figure 4. 12c depicts evidence of small aggregates.
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Figure 4.12. Optical microscope images of film of anionic P2MS made sans chiral ligand. Images taken at
bOX.
The polymers made with the chiral ligand at a lower molecular weight are
illustrated in Figures 4.13 and 4.14. The concentration of the solution used to cast the
film was greater in Figure 4.14. Both produced strikingly similar features, mostly
differing in intensity of color. Figure 4.1 3c may be the result of the rotation speed or
concentration. Figures 4. 13d and 4. 14b show slight patterning, as did the free radical
polymer. This may be due to the ability for the higher ordered structures to arrange
themselves more readily at shorter chain lengths.
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Figure 4.13 Optical microscope images of film of lower molecular weight P2MS made with chiral ligand —
intermediate concentration. Images taken at 200X.
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Figure 4.14 Optical microscope images of film of lower molecular weight P2MS made with chiral ligand —
higher concentration. Images taken at 1 OOX.
\\
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Figure 4.15 Optical microscope images of higher molecular weight P2MS film made with chiral ligand.
Images taken at 200X.
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Finally, Figure 4.15 is P2MS created with DDB of a higher molecular weight. The
majority of the surface resembled Figure 4.1 5a. The film was presumably unaffected by
the velocity of the rotating disk. Figure 4.1 5b was similar to Figures 4.1 3a and 4.1 4c
except that the latter two showed spindle-like features as opposed to the bubble type
structures seen in Figure 4.1 Sb. There was clearly more structural ordering surrounding
the dark regions that resembled the spots seen in 4.1 3d and 4. 14b. This was apparent
from the shades of gray surrounding the spots in Figure 4.15.
4.10 Scanning Probe Microscope
Surface object analysis was performed using the scanning probe microscope
(SPM). Topographical features were resolved by using a combination of scanning modes,
including semi-contact, contact and lateral force mode. All three modes were used in
order to give validity to structures, and verified that no artifacts exist. Not all images are
shown. The first two modes mentioned were primarily for surface resolution. Semi
contact was favored, as it provided sensitivity for fragile samples, while also protecting
the tip of the microscope. Contact mode was more intimate, and the oscillation amplitude
of the tip was increased to compensate for surface sensitivity. Both semi-contact and
contact mode provided height data of the surface features. Lateral force mode gave data

















Figure 4.16. SPM images of free radical P2MS film using lateral force mode.
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Figures 4.16 and 4.17 are of the free radical polymer. This sample produced a
film with noticeable surface roughness. The units given by the lateral force measurement,
nanoamperes (nA) and picoamperes (pA) correlated to the concentration of electrons at
the surface. So as the electrons increased in density based on molecular arrangement so
did the transfer of electrons to the probe tip and the resultant measurement. This type of
measurement is based on the physics of quantum electron tunneling. Figure 4.1 7b appears















Figure 4.17 SPM images of free radical P2MS film using lateral force mode.
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The structure types in Figure 4.18 showed ridges, peaks, and bumps, some as high
as 600 nm high. The features in Figure 4.18 are likely the structures imaged in Figures
4.1 lb and 4.1 ic. The spindle-like features seen in Figure 4.19 are nanometric ridges, with
heights that reach their maximum at about 180 urn. The spots surrounding the ridges are
likely the aggregates from Figure 4. 12c.
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Figure 4.20 5PM images of low molecular weight P2MS made with the chiral ligand — film made with






















The features found in Figure 4.20 show peaks, valleys, and bumps. Using 200 nm
as the reference height at zero in Figures 4.20a and 4.20b, nanofeatures reached as high
as 300 nm and approximately as low 175 nm. The top view depicted in Figure 4.21 shows
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Figure 4.21 SPM image of low molecular weight P2MS made with the chiral ligand — film made with
intermediate concentration. Semi-contact mode used during imaging.
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Figure 4.22 SPM images of film made with low molecular weight P2MS made with the chiral ligand at a
high concentration: a) semi-contact mode, b) lateral force mode.
Figure 4. 14a is given increased resolution in Figure 4.22. The lengthy polymer








Figure 4.23 SPM images of film created using P2MS of higher molecular weight made with chiral ligand.









Poly(2-methoxystyrene) synthesized using the chiral ligand and of higher
molecular weight formed structures greater than 300nm in height. Valleys, peaks, and
bumps are visible in Figures 4.23a, 4.23b, 4.24a, and 4.24b. Figure 4.25a shows waves,
while Figure 4.25b shows a valley, ridgeline, peaks and bumps. The chiral film of higher
molecular weight was clearly predisposed to ordering vertically, in a positive direction.























Figure 4.24 SPM images of P2MS film of higher molecular weight made with chiral ligand. Imaging











Figure 4.25 SPM images of P2MS film of higher molecular weight made with chiral ligand. Imaging









The cells appear as the red to maroon colored spots in the images.
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Figure 4.26 Images of free radical P2MS film with HeLa cells adhered to surface — four distinct sections.
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The HeLa cells scarcely adhered to the film made of free radical P2MS, as shown
in Figure 4.26.
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Figure 4.27 Images of anionic P2MS (sans chiral ligand) film with adhered HeLa cells — four distinct
sections.
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In Figure 4.27 the HeLa cells adhered in greater numbers on the crystalline P2MS
film. The success was comparable to the polymer imaged in Figure 4.28.
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Figure 4.28 Four random images of film made with low molecular weight P2MS with chiral ligand at low
concentration and adhered HeLa cells.
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Figure 4.29 Images of film made with low molecular weight P2MS with chiral ligand at high concentration
and adhered HeLa cells — four distinct sections.
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Figure 4.29 shows cells adhered to another film made with the chiral ligand. It
was even more successful than the one in Figure 4.28, probably due to the increased
concentration and therefore enhanced topography.
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Figure 4.30 Images of film made with high molecular weight P2MS with chiral ligand and adhered HeLa
cells — four distinct sections.
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Although Figure 4.30 shows satisfactory cell adhesion, it has lower cell density
than that of the lower molecular weight P2MS made with DDB. The glaring differences
were feature height and depth. The film in Figure 4.30 also had wave-like features.
4.12 Cytotoxicity
Figure 4.31 shows that Escherichia coli did not adhere to any of the surfaces. In
Figure 4.31 a, the solution was purposely disturbed to contrast the uniform layer of
bacteria. This also made it clear that the E. coli had not accumulated in any particular
area in the control sample.
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Figure 4.31 E. coli exposed to: a) control, b) free radical film, c) anionic sans DDB, d) anionic wI DDB.
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Bacterial growth of saline containing E. coli was monitored at time zero of
exposure and again after 24 hrs. Growth was monitored through turbidity measurements
and also through colony formation. Turbidity measurements revealed that on 89% of the
K coli survived.
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Figure 4.32 Media sample containing E. coli taken at time zero of exposure to polymer films.
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The bacterial samples taken after 24 hr exposure to the film showed a decrease in
overall bacterial concentration. In comparing the zero time measurements from Figures
4.32 and 4.33, the amount of bacteria that survived the exposure was calculated. The
survival was as follows: 85% from the control, 89% from the free radical, 90% from the
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Figure 4.33 Media sample containing E. coli taken after 24 hr exposure to polymer films.
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What is interesting is the increased rate of survival after film exposure (see Table
4.4). On average the survival rate of bacteria was 104%, showing not only survival, but
growth. Cell colony samples showed a tremendous increase in E. coli as demonstrated in
Table 4.5.
Table 4.4 Viability of E. coli based on turbidity at initial exposure and after 24 hr exposure.
Polymer Film Initial Measurement % Initial Conc. t241 Final Measurement %
Survived Initial Conc. t0 (%) Survived
Control 85 28 94
Free radical 89 40 102
Anionic 90 57 106
Anionic 93 62 113
(w/ DDB)
Table 4.5. Viability of E. coil based on cell colony counting at initial and after 24 hr exposure.
Polymer Film Initial Measurement (cells/mL) Final Measurement (cells/mL)
Control .00074 E-7 5.19 E-7
Free radical .000 185 E-6 1.98 E-6
Anionic .000826 E-7 5.19 E-7
Anionic (w/ DDB) .00 144 E-7 4.89 E-7
Figure 4.34 shows the result of 24 hr exposure of B. cereus to the free radical, and
anionic polymers, sans and with DDB. The bacteria adhered to and aggregated on the
surface of the polymers. The anionic film made without the chiral ligand (Figure 4.34c)
experienced the greatest amount of adhesion, nearly covering the entire surface. Figures
4.34d and 4.34b follow in that order. The adhesion is likely due to hydrogen bonding, and
hydrophobic and van der Waals interactions between the polymer surface and the
lipoteichoic and teichoic acids from the bacteria.
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Figure 4.34 B. cereus exposed to: a) control, b) free radical film, c) anionic sans DDB, d) anionic wI DDB.
Initial Turbidity Measurements of B. cereus
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Figure 4.35 Media sample containing B. cereus taken at time zero of exposure to polymer films.
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Figures 4.35 and 4.36 indicate stability and sustained growth ofB. cereus.
Turbidity measurements from the sample at time zero showed a hearty cell type with
survival rate beyond 100% signifying growth over the 24 hr observation period. The
initial measurements at time zero and after 24 brs revealed that the concentration of
bacteria that survived from each respective sample was 60% from the control, 100% from
the free radical, 140% from the anionic and 166% from the anionic with DDB. It is
evident that the P2MS films helped to maintain the growth of B. cereus.
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Table 4.6 Viability of B. cereus based on turbidity at initial exposure and after 24 hr exposure.
Polymer Film Initial Measurement % Initial Conc. t241 Final Measurement %
Survived Initial Conc. t0(%) Survived
Control 96 60 81
Free radical 107 100 94
Anionic 115 140 96
Anionic 104 166 106
(w/ DDB)
Although the average concentration after 24 hr exposure was only 94% after 24
hrs of monitoring, down 11% from the initial performance, it was still an impressive
percentage. Table 7 further supports this success.
Table 4.7 Viability of B. cereus based on cell colony counting at initial and after 24 hr exposure.
Polymer Film Initial Measurement (cells/mL) Final Measurement (cells/mL)
Control 6.98 E-7 9970 E-7
Free radical 8.53 E-7 104 E-7
Anionic (sans DDB) 4.53 E-7 179 E-7
Anionic (w/ DDB) 1.00 E-6 1250 E-6
4.13 Sterility
Neither the free radical, anionic nor DDB initiated anionic polymer showed signs
of bacterial growth on the agar plates after the 24 hr incubation period. The film coated
windows were successfully sterilized. Images of the plates were taken after 24 hrs
elapsed.
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Figure 4.37 Agar plates after 24 hr incubation containing PBS aliquot after 24 hr exposure to sterilized film
samples: top) anionic sans DDB, bottom-left) free radical, bottom-right) anionic wI DDB.
CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
Poly(2-methoxystyrene) (P2MS) synthesized with the chiral ligand produced
secondary and tertiary structures of increased complexity and optical activity. Despite
random thermal motions causing continual chain movement, proton excitation from 90
and 180 degrees, and pulses for relaxation and inversion recovery was able to provide
resolved spectra for the chiral initiated polymer.
Now, the disparity between the PDI of the anionic and free radical polymers was
a result of the termination pathways. The anionic polymer was terminated by methanol,
while the free radical polymer was predominantly terminated by radical coupling and
disproportionation. The PDI resulting from the anionic polymerization was very close to
1.0, therefore if a uniform polymer is desired then anionic polymerization is the
technique that should be employed. The figure displaying the polydispersity of the low
molecular weight P2MS made with the chiral ligand showed only one peak in the desired
range, with no indication of aggregation. It can be concluded that both the chiral initiator
and the molecular weight was a great influence. The dimensional analysis from light
scattering correlated with the images taken using the scanning probe microscope (SPM).
There was a direct relationship between molecular weight and particle size, both
variables increasing simultaneously.
The thermal history for P2MS showed that it was stable at physiological
temperatures. The free radical polymer showed both crystalline and amorphous character.
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The glass transition experienced compared with the anionic P2MS of increased molecular
weight was higher and indicated that the free radical P2MS was more fragile. Although
the anionic P2MS was not as optically active, it was more highly ordered. The 3 day
synthesis period and minimal interference by the initiator contributed to its crystalline
character. Poly(2-methoxystyrene) created with the chiral ligand at lower molecular
weights would benefit from a protocol instituting more extensive purification given the
jagged melting point. But segmental motion being found around 234°C was indicative of
a polymer even more fragile than that made by free radical means. This was probably the
direct result of the low molecular weight. The polymer of higher molecular weight, made
with DDB went through more thermal events. Both the higher ordered structures and its
inability to arrange over long distances caused P2MS to go through greater means to
relieve stress and arrange into a low energy conformation. The thermal history of these
polymers also provided information used in annealing the polymer films. The films were
annealed between the disorder-order transitions. This allowed for segmental motion to
take place and thermal conductivity to induce the removal of residual solvent and relax
stresses brought on through the deposition process. Exposure to solvent vapor prior to
this step also allowed increased polymer chain mobility. Solvent annealing proved crucial
in fixing the polymers in the secondary and tertiary structures resolved through analysis
via circular dichroism (CD).
The left-handed orientation verified by CD gave credence to polarimetry data, and
showed that the majority of the samples analyzed had a counterclockwise arrangement.
With regard to the optical activity established by the polarimeter, the glaring difference
between the polymerization that used the chiral ligand in toluene and THF was the
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reaction time. The polymer synthesized in toluene was synthesized over 3 days, while
that made in THF had a reaction time of 3 hours. The kinetics of the reaction using the
chiral ligand is clearly time dependent. The optical activity increases with increased
reaction time. Previous studies on the optical activity revealed a temperature dependence,
where lower temperatures produced positive measurements~61. The measurements taken
here were conducted at room temperature and provided negative values, consistent with
previous findings.
Poly(2-methoxystyrene) also proved to be quite resilient. It was unable to dissolve
in many common solvents, and furthermore it required low concentrations in useful
solvents when above a critical molecular weight. This is evidence that when the chiral
ligand is used during synthesis of P2MS, it may be a candidate for use as a long-term
biomaterial.
Film deposition clearly fixed the secondary and the tertiary structures, made
possible by hydrogen bonding between polar side chains. The surface imaging that was
done revealed very distinct films. The free radical polymer appeared useful in the event
that surface roughness is desired. It is likely that height of surface features will increase
with molecular weight. Increased molecular weight may also create features that are
closer in proximity, since the chain lengths will be larger. The anionic polymers made
without the chiral ligand and with the chiral ligand, but of low molecular weight
produced asymmetric nanosized ridges, valleys, peaks, and bumps. The low molecular
weight material synthesized with the chiral ligand created lower valleys. On the other
hand, the analogue of higher molecular weight is useful when structures need to be
assembled in a vertical fashion. It also produced waves, a feature not seen in any of the
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other polymers synthesized. There was clearly a correlation between molecular weight
and feature height. Poly(2-methoxystyrene) was capable of producing an array of
nanofeatures that appear in basement membranes and adjacent molecules in vivo. It is a
viable option for producing biomimetic surfaces.
In testing these surface features for biocompatibility, cell viability is a preliminary
test for cytotoxicity. E. coli did not show any visible signs of interaction with the surface
of P2MS which may have hindered its growth and even caused a population decline.
Despite this, the bacteria performed better after exposure to the polymer films than in the
control environment. There was also an increase in growth after the exposure was
complete, which was verified through turbidity and cell colony count.
B. cereus showed a clear attraction to the polymer films. The extent of each
attraction is thought to be based on molecular orientation at the surface. The stabilized
growth was likely due to the topographical effects on cell behavior.
It is also believed that making the quartz surface hydrophilic and applying a
hydrophobic system helped to eliminate excess toxic solvent. A more detailed look at all
of the biochemical processes taking place is in order. Even though P2MS shows some
promise during preliminary testing, further studies should be done for increased
understanding. There are many other tests that can be carried out to determine what
chemical processes are leading either to cell death or cell viability. It is essential to
elucidate these mechanisms for the successful implementation of P2MS as a biomaterial.
In regard to cell adhesion, there was definite adhesion within the 1 hr time frame.
The HeLa cells appeared to favor P2MS synthesized with the chiral ligand of lower
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molecular weight. This is likely because of the height and feature types produced. The
free radical surface provided a much too patterned surface for the cells and is the
probable cause of poor adhesion.
Homopolymer films synthesized previously and exposed to HeLa cells showed
obvious morphological changes in the HeLa cells, verifying successful proliferation after
adhesion~6~. This work successfully correlated the surface features with the success of cell
adhesion and supported the probable cause of growth support by resolving the surface
features produced.
In closing, cell-surface interactions are of extreme importance and it has been
shown that the P2MS homopolymer was able to influence cell behavior, without the
assistance of biochemical cues. Topographical features of significance were achieved on
a desirable scale. However, what makes this system worth further investigation is the
ability to customize the experimental protocol to meet the end goals. The possibilities are
endless.
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